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CONS P EC TU S

G old nanostructures have garnered considerable attention in recent years for their potential to facilitate both the diagnosis
and treatment of cancer through their advantageous chemical and physical properties. The key feature of Au nanostructures

for enabling this diverse array of biomedical applications is their attractive optical properties, specifically the scattering and
absorption of light at resonant wavelengths due to the excitation of plasmon oscillations. This phenomenon is commonly known as
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and is the source of the ruby red color of conventional Au colloids. The resonant
wavelength depends on the size, shape, and geometry of the nanostructures, providing a set of knobs to manipulate the optical
properties as needed. For in vivo applications, especially when optical excitation or transduction is involved, the LSPR peaks of the
Au nanostructures have to be tuned to the transparent window of soft tissues in the near-infrared (NIR) region (from 700 to 900
nm) to maximize the penetration depth.

Gold nanocages represent one class of nanostructures with tunable LSPR peaks in the NIR region. These versatile nanostructures,
characterized by hollow interiors and ultrathin, porous walls, can be prepared in relatively large quantities using a remarkably simple
procedure based on the galvanic replacement between Ag nanocubes and aqueous chloroauric acid. The LSPR peaks of Au nanocages
can be readily and precisely tuned to anywavelength in the NIR region by controlling their size, wall thickness, or both. Other significant
features of Au nanocages that make them particularly intriguingmaterials for biomedical applications include their compact sizes, large
absorption cross sections (almost five orders of magnitude greater than those of conventional organic dyes), and their bio-inertness, as
well as a robust and straightforward procedure for surface modification based on Au�thiolate chemistry.

In this Account, we present some of the most recent advances in the use of Au nanocages for a broad range of theranostic
applications. First, we describe their use as tracers for tracking bymultiphoton luminescence. Gold nanocages can also serve as contrast
agents for photoacoustic (PA) andmutimodal (PA/fluorescence) imaging. In addition, these nanostructures can be used as photothermal
agents for the selective destruction of cancerous or diseased tissue. Finally, Au nanocages can serve as drug delivery vehicles for
controlled and localized release in response to external stimuli such as NIR radiation or high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU).

Introduction
Gold nanostructures provide a versatile, multifaceted plat-

form for a broad range of biomedical applications.1 Recent

studies have validated their use in a number of techniques

for both cancer diagnosis and therapies. For example, they

can serve as substrates for the detection of trace biomarkers
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using spectroscopic methods, they can function as contrast

agents for a number of optical imaging modalities, they can

act as carriers for the delivery and controlled release of

drugs, and they can serve as transducers for the photother-

mal destruction of tumor cells.

Most of these applications are based upon an optical

phenomenon known as localized surface plasmon reso-

nance (LSPR). When a Au nanostructure is illuminated with

an electromagnetic wave, its conduction electrons will be

driven by the electric field to collectively oscillate relative to

the lattice of positive ions, creating intense peaks (both

scattering and absorption) at resonant wavelengths. For in

vivo applications, Au nanostructures must have LSPR peaks

in thenear-infrared (NIR) region ranging from700 to900nm.

In this so-called transparent window, light can penetrate

deeply into soft tissues due to a great reduction in absorption

fromhemoglobin andwater in the blood and in scattering by

the tissue.2 For conventional Au colloidswith a solid structure

and a spherical shape, their LSPR peaks are typically limited

to the visible region. Only those Au nanostructures with

specific nonspherical morphologies (e.g., rod, rice, multipod,

and star) or a hollow structure (e.g., shell, box, and cage) can

have LSPR peaks in the NIR region.1 While nanostructures

made of other metals can also exhibit strong LSPR, the

nonreactive and relatively bioinert nature of Au makes this

metal the most prominent candidate for both in vitro and in

vivo applications. In fact, 198Au colloids were used in human

trials in the 1950s as radioactive tracers for sentinel lymph

nodebiopsy.3 Recently, Aunanoparticles havebeen tested in

a phase-I clinical trial for tumor-targeted drug delivery.

Gold nanocages (AuNCs) represent a novel class of na-

nostructures invented by our group in 2002.4 They can be

prepared using a remarkably simple synthetic route that

involves galvanic replacement between Ag nanocubes and

HAuCl4 in an aqueous solution.5 In addition to their obvious

features, such as hollow interiors and porous walls, AuNCs

have a range of hidden qualities that make them unique for

theranostic applications: (i) they are single crystalswith good

mechanical flexibility and stability, as well as atomically flat

surfaces; (ii) they can be routinely produced in large quan-

tities with wall thicknesses tunable in the range of 2�10 nm

with an accuracy of 0.5 nm; (iii) their LSPR peaks can be easily

andprecisely tuned toanywavelengthof interest in the range

of 600�1200nmbysimply controlling the amountofHAuCl4
added to the reaction; (iv) their hollow interiors can be used

for encapsulation; (v) their porous walls can be used for drug

delivery, with the release being controlled by various stimuli;

(vi) their sizes can be readily varied from 20 to 500 nm to

optimize biodistribution, facilitate particle permeation

through epithelial tissues, or increase drug loading; (vii) their

LSPR peaks can be dominated by absorption or scattering to

adapt todifferent imagingmodalities; (viii) other noblemetals

such as Pd and Pt can be incorporated into the walls during a

synthesis to maneuver their optical properties.

During thepast6yearsor so,weandour collaboratorshave

actively explored the use of AuNCs in a variety of biomedical

applications ranging from sensing to imaging, diagnosis, and

treatment.6 This Account only covers some of themost recent

studies, with a focus on their capabilities in theranostics. We

start with a brief mechanistic discussion of the formation of

AuNCsandour recentprogress towardscaled-upproductionof

AuNCs to reach the level needed for in vivo studies. We then

elaborate on the unique chemical and optical properties of

AuNCs. Finally, we used selected examples to highlight the

merits of AuNCs in theranostic applications.

Synthesis
The invention of AuNCs was a result of two incidents

occurring around the same time in our group: (i) the devel-

opment of a facilemethod based on polyol reduction for the

synthesis of Ag nanocubes7 and (ii) the teaching of general

chemistry (by Xia) that happened to cover galvanic re-

placement. The galvanic replacement between Ag nano-

cubes and HAuCl4 can be written as

3Ag(s) þAuCl4
�
(aq) f Au(s)

þ3Agþ
(aq) þ4Cl�(aq) (1)

This reaction occurs spontaneously owing to a favorable

difference in electrochemical potential between Agþ/Ag

(0.80 V) and AuCl4
�/Au (1.00 V). We have systematically

FIGURE 1. Schematic illustrating the structural changes involved in the
galvanic replacement reaction between aqueous HAuCl4 and a Ag
nanocube with sharp corners (top trace) or truncated corners (bottom
trace). Themiddle trace shows selective removal of Ag from the alloyed
walls using an aqueous etchant such as Fe(NO3)3.
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FIGURE 2. (A) Photograph of an experimental setup for scaled-up synthesis of Ag nanocubes. (B) SEM image of the Ag nanocubes (edge length≈ 40
nm). The inset shows a TEM image of the same sample. (C) UV�vis spectra of the samples obtained by titrating the Ag nanocubes with different
amounts of aqueous HAuCl4 solution. Reproduced with permission from Ref 8. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group. (D) TEM image of AuNCs
(edge length ≈ 50 nm) with LSPR peaked.27

FIGURE3. Comparisonof 2PL and3PL imagingof AuNCs inKB cells and liver tissues. (A) 2PL imageand (D) 3PL imageofAuNCs (red) in KB cells before
laser scanning. (B) Image of the same cell as in panel A) after scanning with 760 nm femtosecond laser for 90 s. Membrane blebbing occurred (black
arrows) and compromisedmembrane integrity was revealed by ethidium bromide labeling (green). (E) 3PL image of the same cell as in panel D after
scanning with a 1290 nm femtosecond laser for 90 s. No morphological change or plasma membrane damage was observed. (C) 2PL imaging of
AuNCs (white circles) in liver tissue. (F) 3PL imaging in the same area as in panel C). White arrow: Anomalously strong autofluorescence from tissue.
Scale bars = 10 mm. Reproduced with permission from Ref 24. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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investigated this synthesis, and detailed discussions can

be found in our previous Account.6 Upon mixing with

aqueous HAuCl4, the Ag nanocubes were observed to go

through fourmajor stages of morphological and structur-

al changes (Figure 1): (i) initiation of Ag dissolution from a

sitewith poor protection, such as a defect on the side face

of a cube with sharp corners or the corner(s) of a cube

with truncated corners; (ii) dissolution of bulk Ag from the

interior of the particle through the initial site(s) and

concurrent deposition of Au on the rest of the surface;

(iii) formation of a nanobox (for a sharp cube) or

nanocage (for a truncated cube) with uniform wall thick-

ness due to alloying between Au and Ag; (iv) dealloying

of Ag to generate pores on the walls of the nanobox,

which eventually led to the formation of AuNCs.
For in vivo applications, one of the challenges is to

produce AuNCs in large quantities (typically, >0.1 g) without

sacrificing the uniformity in terms of size, shape, and optical

response. As such, it is necessary to scale up the production

of Ag nanocubes without compromising the quality.

Although many methods have been developed for produ-

cing Ag nanocubes since our first publication in 2002, polyol

reduction is at the foundation of all these techniques be-

cause it remains the best route in terms of quality and

reliability.8 In this method, ethylene glycol (EG) acts as both

the solvent and a source of reductant because EG can be

oxidized by the O2 from air to form glycolaldehyde, an

intermediate capable of reducing Agþ to Ag:

2Agþ þHOCH2CHOþH2O f 2Ag

þHOCH2COOHþ2Hþ (2)

In our early studies, AgNO3was used as a precursor to Ag,

and the synthesis was highly sensitive to many experi-

mental conditions (e.g., impurities in EG and the amount

of O2 involved in the reaction), making it difficult to scale

up the synthesis.9 However, we recently discovered that

the robustness and reproducibility of the synthesis could

be greatly improved by switching from AgNO3 to

CF3COOAg.10 The synthesis based on this precursor

was less sensitive to the batch of EG and could be scaled

up for routine, high-quality production of Ag nanocubes

in relatively large quantities. Figure 2A shows a photo-

graph of the experimental setup used for a typical synth-

esis in a 250 mL round-bottom flask. Figure 2B shows

typical SEM and TEM images of one sample of Ag

nanocubes (edge length = 40 nm) that was prepared at

a scale of ∼50 mg per batch. By monitoring the UV�vis

spectra of the reaction solution and stopping the synth-

esis at different timepoints, we could easily tune the edge

length of the Ag nanocubes from 30 to 70 nm. The size

could be further extended to 200 nm by using Ag

nanocubes as seeds for additional growth.11 We have

also obtained Ag nanocubes ∼13 nm in size via over-

growth on single-crystal Au seeds 11 nm in diameter.12

The entire batch of Ag nanocubes (as an aqueous suspen-

sion after washing) could be placed in a 1000 mL flask and

FIGURE 4. Depth capability of SLN mapping with AuNCs. PA images
taken (A) before and (B�E) after the injection of AuNCs for (B) 28 min; (C)
126 min with a layer of chicken breast tissue placed on axillary region
(imaging depth 10 mm); (D) 165 min with the second layer of chicken
breast tissue (imaging depth 21 mm); (E) 226 min with the third layer of
chicken breast tissue (imaging depth 33mm). (F) PA B-scan with 20 times
signal averaging, showing the SLN located 33 mm deep. (G) The ampli-
tude variations of PA signals over imaging depths. BV = blood vessel.
Reproduced from ref 21. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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transformed into AuNCs by titration with HAuCl4 at 90 �C.
The extent of replacement could be readily monitored by

taking UV�vis�NIR spectra of aliquots sampled from the

solution. Figure 2C shows the shift in LSPR peak across the

visible spectrum and into the NIR as the volume of HAuCl4
was increased. Figure 2D shows a typical TEM image of

AuNCs (edge length ≈ 50 nm) with LSPR peaked at 780 nm.

Typical AuNCs are composed of a Au�Ag alloy. If neces-

sary, the remaining Ag can be selectively removed using

aqueous etchants based upon Fe(NO3)3, NH4OH, or

H2O2.
13,14 During this treatment, nanoboxes are converted

into thin-walled nanocages (Figure 1), accompanied by red

shifts in the LSPR peak. Alternatively, the surface of a Au�Ag

alloyed nanobox or nanocage can be covered with pure Au

through electroless deposition, together with a blue shift for

the LSPR peak.15

Imaging and Diagnosis
Owing to their extraordinarily large scattering and absorp-

tion cross sections,16 AuNCs are superb optical tracers or

contrast agents for imaging modalities such as dark-field

microscopy,17 optical coherence tomography (OCT),18,19

photoacoustic tomography (PAT),20�22 and multiphoton

luminescence-based detection.23,24 In this section, we will

highlight two recent imaging demonstrations.

A. Two- and Three-Photon Luminescence (2PL and

3PL). Solid Au can be optically excited to emit luminescence

through a recombination of excited electrons in the s�p

conduction bandwith holes in the d-band.25 This emission is

more pronounced for Au nanostructures, especially when

they are excited by a laser in resonance with the LSPR peak

in a two-photon configuration, such as AuNCs23 and

nanorods.26 This bright 2PL offers a simple means to exam-

ine and quantify the cellular uptakes of AuNCswith different

surface coatings. However, since the LSPRpeakof theAuNCs

has to overlap with the excitation laser in 2PL, heat will also

be generated due to the photothermal effect, causing ad-

verse effects on the sample.24 Figure 3A,B shows 2PL micro-

graphs of KB cells before and after raster scanning of the

region of interest with a 760 nm femtosecond laser for 90 s.

FIGURE 5. (A, D) Photographs of nude mice transplanted with B16 melanomas before the injection of [Nle4,D-Phe7]-R-MSH� and PEG�AuNCs,
respectively. PA images of themelanoma (B, E) before injection and (C, F) at 6 h postinjection of the two types of AuNCs. (G) Increaseof PA amplitude in
themelanoma tumors after intravenous injection of the AuNCs (n = 4mice for each group) for different periods of time. (H) The average number (per
unit tumor mass) of AuNCs accumulated in the melanomas dissected at 6 h postinjection and then measured by ICP-MS. Adapted from ref 22.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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The arrows indicate areas where membrane blebbing oc-

curred, and damage was confirmed by ethidium bromide

staining (shown in green).

When Ag is included, AuNCs can emit strong

photoluminescence under three-photon excitation at a laser

wavelength far away from the LSPR peak.24 This less com-

monly observed 3PL appears to originate from the alloy

composition of AuNCs because the 3PL from alloyed NCs (or

nanoparticles) was an order of magnitude stronger than

what was observed for nanoparticles made of pure Au or

Ag. Figure 3D,E shows 3PL micrographs of KB cells before

and after raster scanning of the region of interest with a

1290 nm femtosecond laser for 90 s. Because no photo-

thermal effect was involved in 3PL, we observed no

membrane damage or photobleaching after scanning for

90 s. Another advantage for imaging with 3PL is that auto-

fluorescence from the tissue can be completely suppressed

at 1290 nm excitation, making it much easier to resolve the

AuNCs. Figure 3C,F compares the 2PL and 3PL micrographs

taken from the same liver tissue slice containing AuNCs.

Clearly, 2PL showed a much stronger background than 3PL,

primarily due to autofluorescence from the tissue.

B. Contrast Enhancement for PAT. PAT is a powerful

hybrid imaging modality that combines the merits of both

optical and ultrasonic imaging techniques, including strong

optical absorption contrast and high ultrasonic spatial reso-

lution. The contrast mechanism is based on differences in

optical absorption.

We initially demonstrated AuNCs as intravascular con-

trast agents for PA imaging of cerebral cortex in a rat

model.20 In a recent study, AuNCs were used as optical

tracers for PA mapping of sentinel lymph nodes (SLN).21

Such a capability is a prerequisite for SLN biopsy (the

standard procedure for axillary staging in breast cancer

patients), where it is essential to precisely locate the SLN

before a biopsy needle can be inserted for sample collection.

Figure 4 illustrates the depth capability of SLN mapping

by PA imaging after the administration of AuNCs. The PA

image acquired at 28 min postinjection (Figure 4B)

clearly reveals the vasculature and the SLN of the rat

located at ∼2 mm below the skin surface. Figure 4C�E

shows successive PA images of the same axillary

region, each with an additional layer (∼10 mm thick) of

chicken breast tissue placed on top of the skin. The SLN

could still be resolved at a depth of 33 mm, which is much

deeper than the depth (∼12mm) of SLN in humans, demon-

strating the feasibility of applying this system to human SLN

mapping.

Therapeutic Applications
A. Cancer Targeting. Selectively delivering therapies to

malignant tissues is of paramount importance in cancer

treatment because it is a promising route to minimize

damage to healthy tissue and consequently the harsh side

effects from current broad-based treatments. Both passive

and active targeting have been explored for delivering

nanoparticles to a tumor site.

We have quantitatively assessed the passive targeting of

AuNCs functionalized with PEG in a tumor mouse model.27

ThedistributionofAuNCs in variousorgans indicates that there

were very fewAuNCs in normal tissue (0.95( 0.24%ID/g and

0.98 ( 0.45 %ID/g at 24 h postinjection for muscle and fat,

FIGURE 6. 18F-FDG PET/CT coregistered images of mice intravenously
administrated with either saline or PEG�AuNCs, followed by laser
treatment: a nanocage-injected mouse (A) prior to and (B) after treat-
ment; a saline-injected mouse (C) prior to and (D) after treatment. The
white arrows indicates the tumors that were exposed to the diode laser
at a power density of 0.7W/cm2 for 10min. (E) A plot showing the ratios
of laser-treated tumor to nontreated tumor for 18F-FDG standardized
uptake values (SUV, P < 0.001). Reproduced with permission from
Ref 30. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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respectively), while the amount of AuNCs in tumor increased

from0.8(0.1%ID/g at 1 hpostinjection to 3.4(0.9%ID/gat

24 h postinjection.

We also compared the passive and active targeting

efficiencies of AuNCs for melanomas by in vivo PA imaging

(Figure 5).22 For active targeting, the AuNCswere derivatized

with [Nle4,D-Phe7]-R-melanocyte-stimulating hormone or

[Nle4,D-Phe7]-R-MSH, a peptide that can selectively bind to

the R-MSH receptors overexpressed on melanoma. The

enhancement of PA signal in the melanoma was much

stronger for the [Nle4,D-Phe7]-R-MSH�AuNCs (up to 36%)

than for the PEG�AuNCs (up to 14%only), demonstrating an

enhanced uptake of AuNCs by the tumor due to active

targeting. Our ICP-MS analyses of the Au content also con-

firmed this dramatic increase.

B.Photothermal CancerTreatment.We initially demon-

strated the ability to destroy SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells

in vitro by using the photothermal effect of anti-EGFR-con-

jugated AuNCs.28 In addition to fluorescence imaging, flow

cytometry was also used to quantify the cellular damage

caused by the photothermal effect under different experi-

mental conditions, including a range of power densities and

irradiation times.29

Most recently, we switched to a tumor mouse model to

examine the efficacy of photothermal cancer treatment in vivo

(Figure 6).30 Tumor-bearing mice were administrated intrave-

nously 100 μL of saline (as control) or 100 μL of 15 nM (or 9�
1012 particle/mL) PEGylated AuNCs (for passive targeting).

After 72 h postinjection, the tumor on the right flank of each

mouse was irradiated with an 808-nm continuous-wave (CW)

FIGURE 7. (A) Schematic illustrating the release mechanism for AuNCs coated with smart polymers. (B) Absorption spectra of alizarin�PEG released
from the copolymer-covered AuNCs upon exposure to a pulsed NIR laser (power density = 10 mW/cm2) for 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 min and (C) upon
exposure to the laser for 2min at 10, 25, and40mW/cm2. The insets show the accumulated concentrations of alizarin�PEG released from theAuNCs.
(D) Cell viability of samples after irradiationwith the laser for (C-1) 2min in the absence of AuNCs, (C-2) in the presence of empty AuNCs, and (2, 5min)
for 2 and 5 min in the presence of DOX-loaded AuNCs. Reproduced with permission from Ref 31. Copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group. (E)
Fluorescence microscopy images of the gelatin phantomwith dye-loaded AuNCs after exposure to HIFU at a power of 10W for 20min. Scale bars =
500 μm. Reproduced by permission from Ref 32. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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diode laser at a power density of 0.7W/cm2 for 10min.During

the treatment, the tumors containing AuNCs were rapidly

heated to temperaturesover55 �Cwhileessentiallynochange

was observed for the control. To evaluate the treatment

response, we used [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron

emission tomography (PET) to monitor the changes in meta-

bolic activity before and after photothermal therapy. For mice

injectedwith AuNCs, therewas a remarkable reduction in FDG

uptake for the tumor on the right flank at 24 h post-treatment

comparedwith no treatment. In contrast, the tumor on the left

flank (without laser treatment) showed no significant differ-

ence for the FDG uptake at 0 and 24 h. We normalized the

signal of the right tumor to that of the left tumor to minimize

the variation of FDG uptake at different time points (Figure 6E).

Thenormalizedvalues suggest adecrease inmetabolic activity

by 70%. For the control, the normalized value of FDG uptake

showed no change before and after treatment.

C. Controlled Release of a Drug.We have turned AuNCs

into a novel class of delivery vehicles by taking advantage of

their hollow interiors, porous walls, and tunable LSPR proper-

ties. This feature is particularly interesting for theranostic appli-

cations because AuNCs can bemonitored with optical imaging

techniques while the drug is released at the targeted site.

In one study, we functionalized the surface of AuNCswith

thermally responsive polymers to control the release with

NIR laser irradiation or high-intensity focused ultrasound

(HIFU).31,32 Figure 7A shows a schematic illustrating how this

systemworks. The surface of AuNCswas coatedwith poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAAm) or its derivatives bymeans

of Au�thiolate bonding. The polymer chains can change

conformation in response to temperature variation at a

point known as the low critical solution temperature

(LCST).33 The LCSTs of the smart polymers can be tuned

from 32 to 50 �C through the incorporation of different

amounts of acrylamide. When the AuNCs are irradiated by

a NIR laser overlapping with the LSPR peak, the light will be

absorbed and converted into heat through the photother-

mal effect. The polymer chains will collapse as the tempera-

ture increases beyond the LCST, opening the pores and thus

releasing the preloaded drugs. When the laser is turned off,

the temperature will drop and the polymer chains will relax

back to the extended state, terminating the release. Simi-

larly, drug release canalsobe triggeredbyheat generated by

HIFU, which can penetrate more deeply into soft tissue.

Figure 7B shows the release profile of a PEG-conjugated

alizarin dye from the copolymer-coveredAuNCs by exposure

to a nanosecond laser (790 nm) for different periods of time.

The concentration of the released dye increased with

irradiation timeandpower density (Figure 7C). The controlled

release was further demonstrated in vitro with a commercial

chemotherapeutic drug, doxorubicin (Dox). Figure 7D shows

theeffect of incubatingDox-loadedAuNCswithbreast cancer

cells. A significant reduction in cell viability was observed

after irradiation with laser. For drug release from the HIFU-

based system, we confirmed the release was localized to the

focal volume of HIFU by taking fluorescence micrographs

from gelatin phantoms containing dye-loaded AuNCs

(Figure 7E). Only a small area around the focal volume of

HIFU showed releaseof thedyeafter exposure for 20minat a

power of 10 W. We also demonstrated a penetration depth

of up to 30 mm for this HIFU-induced system by placing

chicken breast tissue on top of the phantom.

We recently demonstrated another new system by filling

the hollow interiors of AuNCs with a phase-change material

(PCM) such as 1-tetradecanol, which has a melting point of

38�39 �C.34 Since a PCM can reversibly change its physical

state between solid and liquid over a narrow temperature

range, it can confine premixed drug molecules inside the

AuNCs until the local temperature is increased beyond the

melting point of the PCM, resulting in drug release through

FIGURE 8. (A) Schematic illustrating the release of dye from a AuNC
loaded with dye-doped PCM. (B) Release profiles of the dye exposed to
HIFU at different applied powers. Adapted from ref 34. Copyright 2011
American Chemical Society.
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diffusion (Figure 8A). As long as the drug is miscible with the

PCM, it can be readily loaded into the hollow interiors of

AuNCs as the PCM diffuses into the AuNCs. PCMs with a

surfactant-like structure can be chosen, such as those con-

taining both long hydrophobic tails and hydrophilic heads,

to ensure good miscibility with different types of drugs. As

shown in Figure 8B, we could control the release by varying

the power of HIFU or the duration of exposure to HIFU.

Concluding Remarks
Gold nanocages are well-suited for theranostic applications

due to their multifunctional nature: they can serve as optical

tracers or contrast agents for a variety of imaging and

diagnostic techniques; they can kill cancer cells through the

photothermal effect; they can release drugs in a controlled

manner in response to an external stimulus. Significantly, all

these features can be readily integrated in the same system

to fulfill both diagnostic and therapeutic requirements. For

example, we recently developed an enzyme-sensitive,multi-

modal probe that allowed for tumor localization with PA

imaging, evaluation ofmetastasis with NIR fluorescence, and

treatment with the photothermal effect (Figure 9A).35 In this

case, we modified the surface of AuNCs with dye-labeled

peptides cleavable by metalloproteases (MMPs), enzymes

associated with cancer-cell invasion and metastasis. This

hybrid system relies efficient nonradiative energy transfer

to de-excite the dye bound to the surface. When no MMP-2

protease was present, the emission from the dye would be

quenched. However, upon cleavage of the peptide in the

presence of MMP-2, the dye was released from the AuNCs

and fluorescence emission would be recovered. At a fixed

incubation time of 12 h, a sensitivity of 0.01 U or 0.72 ng/mL

was achieved for the detection of MMP-2 enzyme activity

(Figure 9B). To demonstrate this dye�peptide�AuNC probe

for in vivo fluorescence imaging, images of samples infused

in agarose gel were taken after incubation with different

concentrations of MMP-2, revealing a detectable level of

MMP-2 at 0.1 U (Figure 9C).

We hope this Account has given the reader a sense of the

great potential of AuNCs for a diverse array of applications in

both cancer diagnostics and treatment. As we and others

continue to explore this promising material, the unique

features of AuNCs and numerous ways in which the proper-

ties can be tuned will likely lead to the development of

further exciting techniques and powerful combinations of

existing ones.
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